
In partnership with Signature Living

Sensitive conversion of a period building into 23 
boutique apartments, in the heart of Manchester

7 NET Yield - 1 Year Rental Guarantee - Prices from £120,000
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Caxton Hall was built in 1904 for the 
Typographical Society of Manchester and has 
served as a commercial building ever since. 
The developer has been granted planning 
permission to redevelop the building into 23 
residential apartments whilst retaining its 
period features and visual charm. 

The development represents a unique 
opportunity to invest in Manchester’s 
growing rental market which offers the 

highest property investment yields in the UK 
(HSBC - 2016). Average investment yields in 
Manchester are 55% higher than London and 
average property prices are increasing year-
on-year.

The apartments at Caxton Hall will offer 
a high-quality specification for discerning 
tenants & residents along with monitored 
CCTV surveillance and intercom entryphone 
system. 

Introducing Caxton Hall
Featuring stunning period architecture and a prime 
location, Caxton Hall will offer high-end apartments 
to Manchester’s growing rental market 
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Why Invest in 
Manchester?
Manchester is a world-class city which 
offers some of the most profitable 
property investments available in the UK

A vibrant and versatile city, Manchester is 
a great place to live, work and visit while 
also providing incredible opportunities for 
business growth. The city is a key business 
hub within the North West and oversees 
the birth of multiple innovative and 
ambitious projects on an international scale. 
Manchester has everything that someone 
could possibly want from a thriving city, from 
business development to an entertaining 
lifestyle. 

With one of the fastest growing populations 
in the UK, Manchester prides itself in hosting 
a talented pool of residents, from scientists 
and engineers to artists and industrialists. 
Businesses based in the city are providing 

incredible employment opportunities within 
a wide variety of sectors. When it comes 
to activities outside of business, residents 
can rest assured that there is something for 
everyone.

With millions travelling through daily, 
Manchester has one of the best transport 
infrastructures around. Right in the heart 
of the North West, the city is close to key 
motorways and serves as a workplace for 
several people living within the surrounding 
areas. Manchester Airport connects travellers 
to an array of UK and international locations 
and a £1bn expansion has been unveiled with 
plans to double passenger numbers to fifty-
five million by the year 2050.
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More people and businesses are flocking to 
Manchester than any other city in the UK, 
creating demand for an impressive catalogue 
of new property investments across the city. 
Developments that are currently in the works 
include the ambitious Northern Gateway 
regeneration project and a £1bn expansion 
to MediaCityUK, providing more production 
space alongside a new hotel and more than 
1,400 new homes. 

Manchester offers the highest investment 
yields compared to other UK cities, even 

beating London by an average of 55%. A 
recently-signed devolution deal gives the 
city more economic power and will lead to 
a further collection of strong opportunities. 
With a high profitable return and lower 
operation costs than other cities, Manchester 
truly is becoming an investment hotspot to 
take advantage of.

With an increasing population and more 
projects in the pipeline, Manchester is 
becoming one of the fastest growing cities.

The North West’s Leading Business Hub
Manchester continues to prove itself as a hotpot for 
high-quality property investment opportunities

6.7% 3x

£56 Billion55%2.8M

AVERAGE
INVESTMENT

YIELD

POPULATION 
GROWTH COMPARED 

TO UK AVERAGE

GROSS VALUE ADDED
(VALUE OF ECONOMY)

HIGHER YIELDS
THAN LONDON

POPULATION 
(GREATER MANCHESTER)
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TRAIN TIMES
Duration to London Euston

Manchester          2 hours 10 mins

DRIVE TIMES
Most Direct Route

Liverpool  50 minutes
Warrington  40 minutes
Leeds   1 hour 15 mins
Sheffield  1 hour 30 mins

The Location
Located in the heart of the North West, and under two hours 
from London via the West Coast Main Line, Manchester is a 
highly connected city.

1904
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The apartments on offer at Caxton Hall have 
been designed for the young professional 
market in Manchester. Each apartment will 
feature a spacious combined kitchen and living 
area with premium finishes and furnishings to 
create a truly premium product. Several key 
economic developments in Manchester have 
created an increase in demand for central, 
well-furnished accommodation for young 
professionals for which the apartments at 
Caxton Hall are perfectly suited. 

All apartments will offer:

- High-end design
- Hand made fitted kitchens
- Fully integrated Baumatic appliances
- Flexible storage arrangements
- Luxury furniture packs (optional)
- En-suite white bathroom suites with  
- chrome taps and mixers
- Oak effect flooring in kitchen
- Carpet in bedroom and living space

The Apartments
The developer is focusing on delivering a high-quality 
urban accommodation experience to assure strong 
rental demand and desirability

DUPLEX
STUDIO
APARTMENTS

STUDIO
APARTMENTS

1 BED
APARTMENTS

Starting From:  £120,000
Returns:   7% NET Guaranteed
Units Available:  3

Starting From:  £120,000
Returns:   7% NET Guaranteed
Units Available:  18

Starting From:  £140,000
Returns:   7% NET Guaranteed
Units Available:  2
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Purchase  
Process 
Introduction

We have a clear and transparent purchase process; our 
investment advisors are available to take you through each 
step of the way.

Our team is on-call to assist you in the purchase process 
from the initial enquiry through to the completion of the 
investment unit purchase. We are more than happy to show 
potential and interested investors around the site, introduce 
them to the project’s developer and answer any queries that 
may arise during the process.

Choose an investment unit to buy

Pay a £2,500 reservation fee

Instruct solicitors

Transfer 50% of the funds on exchange plus 
furniture pack payment in full

Transfer balance on completion (minus 
reservation fee)

Step-by-step Process
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